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Abstract

This paper presents a wavelet coherence analysis of fluctuat-
ing surface pressure on a hemispherical protuberance at a di-
ameter (D) based Reynolds number of 6.36× 104, and for an
oncoming turbulent boundary layer of thickness 0.16D. The
analysis targeted the hemisphere stream-wise symmetry plane
so that the coherence, which indicates covariance between two
time series, was studied between key flow topological features.
The wavelet coherence revealed that: 1) between the hemi-
sphere windward stagnation point and separation point there
is little flow coherency due to the favourable pressure gradi-
ent; and 2) there exists a low Strouhal-number (i.e. frequency
f non-dimensionalised by D and free-stream wind speed U∞),
aperiodic fluctuation between the separation point and ground-
plane near-wake reattachment point. It is shown that this co-
herent fluctuation is associated with flow separation and could
be explained by the existence of large-scale discrete flow struc-
tures shed from the separation point, and/or movement of the
separation- and reattachment-point locations.

Introduction

Flows around surface mounted hemispheres are important both
fundamentally and practically; for example, an aircraft external-
sensor shroud is often a hemispherical geometry. The coherent
unsteady flow structures within a hemisphere induced flow field
can cause undesirable structural vibrations of the hemisphere or
the structure on which it is mounted. Thus, it is important to
understand how the coherence of the flow over the hemisphere
varies in time and space; this may be done using wavelet analy-
sis.

Wavelet analysis is a relatively new technique [4] and reveals
spectral information within time-series data. Wavelet trans-
forms exhibit the time-frequency characteristics of data, simi-
larly to the traditional windowed Fourier transform method [5].
However, unlike windowed Fourier transforms, wavelet trans-
forms are scale independent (here, a wavelet “scale” is synony-
mous with a Fourier “period”) and do not rely on windowing
functions, which if not selected appropriately, obscure or mis-
represent scale-localised behaviour. This scale-independence
property of wavelet transforms is ideal for analysing fluctuating
flow quantities within hemisphere-induced flow fields, where
oscillation frequencies f anywhere between 1 . f . 103 Hz
[10, 9] may exist. Moreover, the wavelet coherence may be
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Figure 1: Surface mounted hemisphere key flow topological features on stream-
wise symmetry plane (highlighted in red) identified for coherence analysis. This
schematic is not to scale.

used to examine the extent of covariance between two time se-
ries. A practical overview of wavelet analysis has been given
in [12], and recent work by the authors in [7] has examined
wavelet coherence of the Von Kármán vortex shedding charac-
teristics around a hemisphere.

The flow structures around hemispheres are highly three-
dimensional, but for simplicity only the stream-wise symme-
try plane was examined. Using surface flow visualisation (not
included here) and flow topological analysis, three locations
of interest were targeted (figure 1): the 1) hemisphere wind-
ward stagnation point, 2) hemisphere separation point, and
3) reattachment point on the ground plane in the hemisphere
near-wake. Testing was carried out at a single diameter-based
Reynolds number, ReD = U∞D/ν = 6.36× 104 where U∞ is
free-stream flow speed, D is hemisphere diameter and ν is kine-
matic viscosity of air, and the oncoming turbulent boundary-
layer thickness to diameter ratio δ/D = 0.16. This paper aims
to elucidate the flow coherency between the selected topologi-
cal features in order to better understand the effect of the hemi-
sphere on the encompassing flow field.

Methodology

Testing Articles and Facility

A 100 mm diameter, hydraulically smooth hemisphere was in-
stalled on a pressure tapped ground plane, which was flush
mounted into the test-section floor of the Defence Science and
Technology (DST) Research Wind Tunnel (RWT). The RWT
is an open-return, suction-type tunnel with an irregular-octagon
shaped test section measuring 800 mm wide by 622 mm high
by 1196 mm long. The mean free-stream turbulence intensity
in the test section has previously been measured to be less than
0.3% over a range of wind speeds [2]. Two static pressure rings
located before and after the 4:1 contraction provide a measure
of U∞, following the method of [1].

A 64-channel Dynamic Pressure Measurement System (DPMS)
was used to measure fluctuating static pressure at thirty-five,
0.6-mm internal diameter (ID) hemisphere pressure taps evenly
distributed on the centre-line meridian from θ = 5◦ to 175◦, and
a ground-plane tap (0.6-mm ID) within the reattachment zone
(figure 1). The tappings were connected to the DPMS pres-
sure transducers via 400-mm lengths of 0.86-mm ID polyvinyl
tubing, so the pressure measurements were linearised to cor-
rect for phase and magnitude aberrations due to viscous effects.
By process of linearisation, fluctuation frequencies up to 1.25
kHz were resolved to within ±2% error in Root-Mean-Square
(RMS) pressure.

Data Reduction and Wavelet Analysis

Static pressure was sampled at a rate of 2.5 kHz for a period of
T = 60 s. The fluctuating pressure coefficient is defined as;

Cp
′ =

P′

q∞

, (1)
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Figure 2: Cp
′ against an enlarged view of t/T to enhance clarity: (—) unfil-

tered time series and (—) wavelet filtered at scales between 0.01≤ StD ≤ 0.16 at
(a) hemisphere stagnation point, (b) hemisphere separation point and (c) ground-
plane reattachment point.

where P′ is the zero-mean fluctuating static pressure, and q∞

is the free-stream dynamic pressure measured using a pitot-
static tube located 2D above the hemisphere apex. Using the
complex-valued Morlet wavelet basis function [12] and a simi-
lar approach to [7], the local wavelet coherence R2

s between two
Cp
′ time series is determined as [13];

R2
s =

∣∣〈s−1W XY
n (s)

〉∣∣2〈
s−1 |W X

n (s)|
〉〈

s−1 |WY
n (s)|

〉 , (2)

where s is non-dimensional local wavelet scale (analogous to
f , see [8]), W XY

n (s) is the cross-wavelet transform at time in-
dex n, W XY

n (s) = W X
n (s)WY∗

n (s) with ‘*’ denoting the com-
plex conjugate, and the ‘〈〉’ brackets denote quantities smoothed
in s and n, so that R2

s 6= 1 ∀ (n,s) [13, 6]. Wavelet coher-
ence, herein called “coherence”, varies in the range 0 ≤ R2

s ≤
1 where values closer to unity indicate stronger covariance.
Peaks in R2

s are tested for statistical significance, using Monte-
Carlo simulations, assuming a red-noise (i.e. autoregressive)
background power spectrum [6] in ground-plane pressure fluc-
tuations with the absence of a hemisphere. Phase informa-
tion between the two time series is also revealed by taking
arctan

(
ℑ{〈s−1W XY

n (s)〉}/ℜ{〈s−1W XY
n (s)〉}

)
, see [13] for de-

tails.

The global wavelet coherence R2
s is defined as the time average

of R2
s over N local wavelet coherence spectra, viz.;

R2
s =

1
N

N−1

∑
n=0

(
R2

s

)
n
. (3)

Fluctuating-Pressure Time Series

Time series of Cp
′ against non-dimensionalised time t/T for

each key topological location (figure 1) are shown in figure 2,

along with respective wavelet filtered time series for 0.01 ≤
StD ≤ 0.16 to clarify larger scale oscillations (see [12] on
wavelet filtering techniques). Note that pressure fluctuations
at the stagnation point (figure 2a) and at the reattachment point
(figure 2c) appear qualitatively similar, in that there is higher
frequency content present compared to the separation point (fig-
ure 2b). Topologically, the stagnation and reattachment points
are both attachment nodes and thus there is the expectation of
some degree of qualitative similarity between the two time se-
ries.

Coherence between Stagnation and Separation Points

Plots of R2
s and R2

s between the stagnation point and a point
immediately adjacent and downstream of the stagnation point,
are shown in figure 3a, where both quantities are plotted against
diameter-based Strouhal number StD = f D/U∞. It is important
to note that, at a given scale, the magnitude of peaks in R2

s usu-
ally exceeds that of corresponding time-averaged peaks in R2

s ,
since R2

s accounts for incoherency as well as local coherency.
This is especially evident at higher StD (figure 3a, left-bottom)
where there are intermittent occurrences of significant coher-
ence.

The flow at the stagnation point and the adjacent downstream
point are strongly coherent across the StD range, which is ex-
pected given the proximity of the two locations. The reduction
in coherency with increasing StD (seen more clearly in R2

s ) is
due to viscous dissipation of smaller flow scales, compared to
larger scales over the same convection distance. This reasoning
agrees with coherence data presented by [3], albeit for a flat-
plate turbulent boundary layer flow.

As the convection distance increases from the stagnation point,
the flow coherency rapidly degrades and between the stagna-
tion point and hemisphere separation point, the coherence ef-
fectively vanishes (not presented here for brevity). This broad-
band flow incoherency is likely because of the stream-wise
favourable pressure gradient which exists between the stagna-
tion and separation locations. The favourable pressure gradient
acts to stabilise the flow by distorting and terminating most of
the smaller coherent flow structures, which effectively removes
higher frequency content from the pressure fluctuations. This
effect is seen at the separation point in figure 2b, where the un-
filtered Cp

′ time series closely matches the low-pass wavelet fil-
tered Cp

′ time series. While high coherence indicates a strong
relationship between two time series, low coherence between
Cp
′ at the stagnation and separation points indicates that these

two topological features – at least for this Reynolds number and
boundary layer, are essentially independent of each other.

Coherence between Separation and Reattachment Points

Plots of R2
s and R2

s between the separation and ground-plane
reattachment points are shown in figure 3b. Topologically these
two points are joined by a mean dividing streamline, which
differs from the stagnation and separation points joined by a
mean limiting streamline (notwithstanding localised separation
between the stagnation and separation points, see [11]). There
are significant regions of coherence between 0.01≤ StD ≤ 0.1,
with two peaks in R2

s manifesting at StD ≈ 0.024 and 0.05. Ac-
cording to R2

s data (figure 3b), these oscillations are aperiodic
and vary in coherency magnitude throughout t/T .

A family of R2
s curves between the reattachment point and an in-

creasing hemisphere post-separation distance are shown in fig-
ure 4. The primary peak identified at StD ≈ 0.024 persists at
R2

s ≈ 0.75 until θ≤ 125◦, which is the top ∼ 20% of the hemi-
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Figure 3: (a) (top-left) Contours of local wavelet coherency R2
s between the hemisphere stagnation zone and a point immediately adjacent and downstream, plotted against StD

and t/T for entire sampling period, (top-right) the global wavelet coherency R2
s against StD, and (bottom-left) an enlarged view of the sampling period from 0.4≤ t/T ≤ 0.5 to

clarify typical high Strouhal-number behaviour of wavelet coherency. (b) Same as (a) but between the hemisphere separation point and the ground-plane reattachment zone.
In all local wavelet coherence plots, the black contour lines enclose regions of statistically significant coherence at 95% confidence. The thick white lines near the extrema
of t/T denote the location of the Cone of Influence (COI), outside of which (i.e. near the extrema of t/T ) edge effects due to time-series zero padding affect coherence
magnitude [12].

Figure 4: R2
s between the ground-plane reattachment point and (—) the separation

point at θ = 80◦ as in figure 3b, (—) θ = 95◦, (—) θ = 110◦, (—) θ = 125◦, (—)
θ = 140◦, and (—) θ = 155◦.

sphere as measured from the apex. The secondary peak iden-
tified at StD ≈ 0.05 only persists until θ = 110◦. The R2

s data
in figure 3b reveal that the secondary peak generally (but not
always) appears quasi-simultaneously with the primary peak. It
is also interesting that this secondary peak occurs at ∼ 2StD as
the primary peak, so it may be a super-harmonic. Though the
precise relationship between these two peaks is subject to ongo-
ing investigation, the data suggest that they are both associated

with a separation-based phenomenon.

Phase data from R2
s in figure 3b reveal that within the signifi-

cantly coherent peaks at StD ≈ 0.024 and 0.05 there exists a pre-
dominantly anti-phase relationship. Though the wavelet phase
is not presented here, this anti-phase relationship could also
be inferred by observing the relative sign of Cp

′ peaks in the
wavelet filtered Cp

′ time-series data between figures 2b and 2c.
This anti-phase relationship is explained in physical terms as
follows: when a pressure fluctuation at the separation point is
peak positive, a pressure fluctuation (at that same time instance)
at the reattachment point is peak negative, or vice versa. Given
this explanation, there are two proposed interpretations of this
behaviour (figure 5): 1) the pressure fluctuations could result
from shedding of large-scale discrete flow structures from the
separation point as in figure 5a, and/or 2) the fluctuations are re-
lated to movement of the separation and/or reattachment points,
which alters the size and shape of the recirculation zone (fig-
ure 5b). However, further work is required to clarify the under-
pinning physics causing this behaviour.

Conclusions

A study of the wavelet coherence over the stream-wise symme-
try plane of a hemisphere and ground plane was conducted, at a
diameter-based Reynolds number of ReD = 6.36×104 and with
a relatively thin oncoming turbulent boundary layer of thickness
δ/D = 0.16. Specifically, the flow coherency between three
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Figure 5: Proposed interpretations for the low Strouhal-number coherency be-
tween the hemisphere separation point and the ground-plane reattachment point:
(a) Discrete, larger-scale flow structures are shed from the separation point and
impinge on the ground plane at the reattachment point; and/or (b) the separation
and reattachment points change location, which varies the size of the recirculation
zone.

topological points of interest – namely the hemisphere stag-
nation and separation points, and ground-plane reattachment
point, was examined. It was found that there was little signif-
icant flow coherency between the hemisphere stagnation and
separation points. This is likely explained by the presence of a
favourable pressure gradient, which neutralises most of the flow
coherency by distorting any flow structures as they convect to-
wards the separation point.

There are coherent, aperiodic, low Strouhal-number oscillations
that exist between the separation and ground-plane reattach-
ment points, which manifest within the top 20% of the hemi-
sphere as measured from the apex. This behaviour is interpreted
as being associated with shedding of large-scale discrete flow
structures from the separation point, and/or movement of the
separation and reattachment points.
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